EXPLORE YOURSELF- The Life Report
Mr. Raujesh K Agarwal, DOB: 15/3/1971, 8:45 Hrs, Hyderabad, T.S. India.
Profession: Businessman- Industry
Birth Chart

Shadbala Graph (Strength of the Planets)

Navamsha Chart (Strength)

Dashamsha Chart ( Professional Success)

Sudarshan Chakra (Lagna, Moon & Sun Chart)

LIFE ANALYSIS & PREDICTIONS
SUBJECT &
RATINGS

DESCRIPTION

REMEDIES &
PRECAUTIONS

HEALTH
****

In your horoscope, the main karaka
for health is planet Mars which is
very well placed in the ninth house of
your birth chart but slightly weak in
Navamsha chart. You are blessed
with a healthy mind and body. You
are energetic, spontaneous &
adventurous and always willing to be
physically as well as mentally active.
However little care is needed to be
physically fit as there is a possibility
of getting Spondylitis in the upper
back also resulting in frequent
headaches.

PRECAUTIONS:
You should avoid long
stretches of sitting work.
Your upper body i.e. your
head, neck, shoulders,
chest & arms being
slightly weak, you need to
regularly work out on
keeping them fit.

The main karaka for the same in
your horoscope are Venus, Mercury,
Saturn & Rahu. Venus & Rahu are
well placed in the birth chart, the
Navamsha as well as the
Dashamsha Chart. Mercury is again
well placed creating a Vipreet &
Neech Bhanga Rajyoga but Saturn
is weakly placed in its neech rashi. 3
out of 4 planets fairly placed shows a
good overall growth of Business.
You shall do good in the following
businesses:

PRECAUTIONS:
Completely avoid
speculative natured
businesses like Share
trading, betting and
lotteries and the same
are not meant for you at
all.
Your may not have a
completely reliable
working staff & labours,
therefore keep
commercial check on
them properly. It is
advised not to hand over
critical matters like
finance & sensitive issues
to them and keep a check
yourself on it.

CAREER &
BUSINESS
****

Fashion related Industry, Food
products like Dairy & Sweets, Food
Packaging, Decoration & Gift items,
having distribution/franchisee of
fashion brands of suitings & shirtings
is favourable.
Avoid dealing in government tenders

REMEDIES:
Do regular mild exercises
involving the upper body
like push ups and pull
ups & pranayama
(Breathing exercises).

REMEDIES:
Wear a blue sapphire

MONEY &
WEALTH
****

or activities independently. Also
avoid direct encounters with higher
government officials. Deal in
partnership which is favourable for
you. You shall have irregular profits
& unexpected gains in business
throughout. Losses shall also occur
in the same manner. In short,
consistency is business is not seen,
however you shall see an overall
growth & progress in life.

stone ring around 4.25
carat in silver in right
hand middle finger
following the procedures
explained to you for a
certain period as advised.

Money & wealth creation is strongly
promised in your horoscope and the
same shall happen after the age of
45 years. The main karakas for
Money & Wealth creation in your
horoscope are Venus, Sun, Jupiter &
Saturn. Venus is very well placed in
the tenth house i.e. the house of
profession & fame which indicates
you shall earn and create wealth
being in business as Venus being
the lord of the seventh house also
i.e. the house of business &
partnership. Saturn sitting in lagna
aspects both the houses i.e. seventh
& tenth giving them strength and
reaffirming your source of income
through mechanical based industry.
Jupiter’s aspect at the second house
from the eighth house shows you
shall be in a position to amass good
wealth but it may come to you
inconsistently. You have good
chances to gain wealth on sudden
basis and also vice versa. Sun being
in twelfth house shows speculative
sources of income is not favourable
for you and you might loose money if
you resort to speculative practices

PRECAUTIONS:
Things will not come to
you in an easy way and
therefore hard work shall
be the key to your
success. Therefore avoid
short cut methods of
earning like all
speculative sources.
REMEDIES: Have your
Name Number, your
Mobile Number, Bank
Account Number and
your Vehicle Number
totalling to Number 6.
Wear perfume after
having bath in the
morning.

like share trading, gambling, lottery
etc.
MARRIAGE,
FAMILY &
CHILDREN
***1/2

The main karakas for Family
Happiness & Children are Moon,
Venus, Sun and Saturn. You are a
happily married person and blessed
with a caring & a loving wife. A good
family life is promised in your
horoscope, you will receive full
cooperation from your spouse and
understanding between each other
will be fairly good. The health of your
spouse is a matter of concern as you
need to be careful on her health part.
She will need to maintain regular diet
and exercises along will the
necessary medical attention for
keeping well. Some astrological
remedies from time to time will
definitely help a lot in the recovery of
her health.
You are blessed with good children.
A boy & girl are both promised in
your chart. Your elder child may be a
bit of concern for you as he may not
be up to your expectation during his
childhood, but his shall do good in
his career. Your second child is a
source of happiness to you and you
shall be more attached to her. The
children shall be close to you and
you will receive overall happiness
from them.

RATINGS:
***** (5 Star): Great, **** (4 Star): Good, *** (3 Star): Average,
** (2 Star): Somewhat Weak, * (1 Star): Poor.

PERIOD ANALYSIS & PREDICTIONS (5 YEARS)
PERIOD & RATING

DESCRIPTION

PRECAUTION &
REMEDIES

Oct 2015-Mar 2016

Health is not a worry during
this period. You shall be in
good health & spirits. During
this period business activity
shall improve and you shall
see growth and profitability.
The period shall keep you
quite occupied in business and
you shall spend major time at
work. Business opportunities
are likely to come your way
related to some trading and
partnerships which shall be
beneficial. Your confidence
level shall be high and positive.
You can definitely look to
create some savings as
profitability in business shall be
good during this period.
However wealth creation is a
long term process which is well
promised in your charts.

Precautions:
Avoid being arrogant and
loud in approach. You need
to maintain a low profile and
then nothing can stop you
during this period.

During this period, business
shall be overall healthy and
You are likely to think of loan
enhancement and expansion
or some addition in asset. This
period talks of some
investments happening, but
need to carefully plan your
investments as it might
overburden you with interest
liabilities. Get your calculations
right before going forward. A
little worry from the health
point of view which may be
related to your neck & upper

Precautions:
Over confidence is
something you need to be
careful of. This period shows
some urge of going
aggressive with investments,
which if not backed up by
proper planning and
understanding can lead you
into difficulty ahead. Also
need to be careful towards
health. Be regular with your
walking and exercises to
avoid any health issues.

(Favourable)

Apr 2016-Aug 2016
(Somewhat
Favourable)

back ache.
Sep 2016-Nov 2016
(Unfavourable)

Dec 2016-Mar 2017
(Mixed)

Apr 2017-Jul 2017
(Somewhat
Favourable)

Aug 2017-Oct 2017
(Unfavourable)

You need to take care of your
health during this period as this
period shall bring you mental
stress and some restlessness
related to family & business.
An overall period of stress
which should be taken calmly
and patiently.

Precautions:
Patience is all you need
during this time. Avoid any
investment as well as disinvestment in real estate or
property.

This period is again not a
smooth one. You may be
worried about your children.
There is also a good possibility
of disputes & litigations at
home where some grounds of
family division may be created
with your father & brothers. An
overall period of mental
tensions.

Precautions:
Avoid aggression and getting
into disputes out of anger.
Keep yourself calm and
practice meditation.
Remedies: a) Surya shanti
jap, havan & daan to be
done by last week of Nov
2016. b) Feed 100 Kgs
Wheat Husk to Cows on any
Sunday every month upto
Nov 2017.

Remedies: Feed stray dogs
with biscuits/bread/roti
everyday during this period.

This period may be crucial for
settling of family disputes and
litigations within the family.
However some factors may go
against your expectations but
whatever happens will benefit
you in long run. Business
activity should be fine during
this period but shall keep you
well occupied in your routine.
Some unstability is seen in
business during this period.
Business is likely to be
unstable with low realisations
and possibility of few litigations
with parties.

Remedies: Every
Wednesday during this
period, take 4 coconuts (dry
shell unpeeled) in a
royal/navy blue cloth, tie it at
opposite ends and leave it in
running water (be it river or

drainage).
Nov 2017-Apr 2018
(Favourable)

May 2018-Oct 2018
(Excellent)

Nov 2018-Jan 2019
(Unfavourable)

Good results in business are
seen during this period. New
developments are likely to
happen in business where you
may get into new relationships
related to business. Some new
opportunities are likely to hit
your door along with
improvement in existing
business. Your self confidence
shall go up and things will be
overall positive.

The time shall bring in all
good things in life so nothing
to worry about as such.
Remedies: A pendent of
South Sea Pearl along with
Red Coral in gold to be
worne in gold chain by
following due procedure,
around first week of Nov
2017.

Favourable time for business
and some sudden gains are
possible during this period.
Some investments are seen
during this period like
investment in land & properties
etc. Your self confidence shall
be at peak with positive results
all around. A little care needed
towards your health as over
exertion might trouble you.

Remedies: Feed 12 ripen
bananas to a cow starting
19th April 2018 consecutively
for 12 Thursdays.

Tensions from the family end is
seen. Your mother’s or Father
in Law’s health is likely to get
affected which may be a major
cause of mental worry, so
need to be careful and take
utmost care. Keep your mental
equilibrium as the tough time is
short lived.

Donate the following to a
Eunuch in the last week of
Oct 2018 on a Wednesday:
a)One green saree with
accessories. b) One gulkand
paan c) Panna beed mala
(Green color) d) 500 g Pista
barfi e) Rs.500/- note.
Remedies: Ketu shanti jap
(51000 nos), havan & daan
to be done by first week of
Nov 2018. Feed stray dogs
with roti/bread/biscuits while
leaving for work every

morning during this period.
Feb 2019-June
2019
(Favourable)

July 2019-Jan 2020
(Excellent)

Feb 2020-Oct 2020
(Favourable)

A positive period for business
and growth. Profits are seen
and developments shall surely
be there. A little worry from
your children side, especially
son, can be a matter of
concern.
This period shall surely bring in
lots of happiness & prosperity.
This is the time to have the
fruits of all what you have built
till now. Your self confidence
shall be high and so your
motivation.
Some investments &
expenditure are seen during
this period, mostly investment
oriented. Your involvement in
business shall be at peak
which shows a good indication
of further growth & stability.
However, business shall be
going fine and smooth. An
overall favourable time.

RATINGS:
Excellent: You will see an excellent time of growth, happiness & prosperity.
Favourable: You will see a favourable, smooth going & good time.
Somewhat Favourable: You will see an overall favourable time with minor setbacks
& disappointments.
Mixed: You will see a mixed period having positive as well as negative events in life.
Unfavourable: A period of caution, disappointments, losses or litigations with some
minor relief in between, but an overall period of hurdles & disappointments.

SWOT ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION OF YOUR HOROSCOPE
S.No
1

FACTOR
Name Analysis

1

Strengths

2

Weaknesses

3

Opportunities

4

Threats

5

Favourable Time
Periods (5 years)
Unfavourable
Time Periods
(5 years)
Mixed Time
Periods (5 years)
Favourable

6

7
8

DESCRIPTION
‘Raujesh K Agarwal’ Numerologically your Name
Number is 6 that belongs to planet Venus which
indicates Talent, Artistic abilities, Imaginative &
Relationship oriented nature. You name is favourable as
per Numerology as it attracts your primary number which
is number 6 again as per your date of birth.
You are blessed with a fertile and sharp mind with a
strong business acumen.
You are dharmic and cultural.
You have a sense of responsibility towards your family
and society.
You are helpful in nature.
You are blessed with a good health.
You have a supporting spouse and a loving family.
You lack a strong will power.
Being somewhat headstrong might trouble you in
handling relations with people.
You are stressful at times which can affect your health.
You are prone to headaches & upper back aches.
Feeling dissatisfaction from the first child.
You are blessed with Sunapha (Dhan) Yoga which gives
you an overall prosperity in life. You shall enjoy all
materialistic pleasures and be wealthy.
You shall get sudden opportunities in various stages of
life related to business & partnerships which shall prove
beneficial to you.
You may get opportunities to have business relations
with foreign countries which shall benefit you.
Having a weak Saturn in your horoscope you might face
following threats:
a) Labour will not be reliable and productive and
frequent labour turnover is possible.
b) Achievements in business shall come with hard
work and the fruits may get delayed. You shall
always feel a big gap between your expected
returns & actual returns.
Oct ’15-Mar ’16, Nov ’17-Apr ’18, May ’18-Oct ’18, Feb
’19-Jun ’19, Jul ’19-Jan ’20, Feb ’20-Oct ’20.
Sep ’16-Nov ’16, Aug ’17-Oct ’17, Nov ’18-Jan ’19
Apr ’16-Aug ’16, Dec ’16-Mar ’17, Apr ’17-Jul ’17,
White, Ivory, Yellow, Red, Maroon, Gold, Silver & Blue.

9
10

11
12
13
14

15

Colours
Unfavourable
Colours
Lucky &
Favourable
Numbers
Unfavourable
Numbers
Favourable Days

Smoke Grey, Brown, Black, Voilet, Dark Green & Purple.
3, 6 & 9

1, 4 & 8
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday.

Unfavourable
Days
Precautions to
take in life

Wednesday & Saturday

Remedies to
follow

A. HEALTH:
i) Do regular mild exercises involving the upper body like
push ups & pull ups and pranayama (Breathing
exercises).
ii) It is advised to have more of green vegetables in curry
or in the form of salad.
iii) 41 pan leaves mala along with pista barfi (500 gms) at
Ganesh temple on a Wednesday every month.
B. CAREER & BUSINESS:
i) Donate the following in the order defined on any 3

A. HEALTH:
i) You should avoid long stretches of sitting work and
keep movement during the day.
ii) Avoid taking stress as that will affect your physical as
well as mental health.
B. CAREER & BUSINESS:
i) Completely avoid speculative natured businesses like
Share trading, betting and lotteries and the same are not
meant for you at all.
ii) It is advised not to hand over critical matters like
finance & sensitive issues to your employee, no matter
how much reliable they seem to be, and keep a check
yourself on it.
C. MONEY & FINANCE:
i) Things will not come to you in an easy way and
therefore hard work will be the key to your success.
Therefore avoid short cut methods of earning like all
speculative sources.
ii) Avoid investments in Real estate solely in your name,
instead include a second name having benefic yogas for
real estate investments.
D. FAMILY & CHILDREN:
i) Need to be careful about your wife’s health and take
necessary precautions & care.
ii) You may be somewhat worried & dissatisfied with your
first child’s behaviour & performance.

Saturdays i.e. each thing on each Saturday.
a) Donate iron utensils at an orphanage or iron tools to a
carpenter on the 1st Saturday.
b) Give a handicapped beggar a black umbrella with an
iron rod during afternoon on the 2nd Saturday.
c) A pair of your leather shoes (old) to be given to a
beggar on the 3rd Saturday.
ii) Visit Shani temple/Navgraha Temple and offer bath to
the Shani idol with til oil and offer black cloth. This can
be performed on regular basis on any Saturdays
possible.
iii) Avoid wearing black shirt/T shirts especially on
Saturdays.
iv) Do not begin any auspicious activity on Saturdays
and also on the 8th, 17th & 26th of any month.
C. MONEY & FINANCE:
i) At the end of every meal have some sweet or few
grains of sugar before having water.
ii) Use some fragrance or perfume every morning after
bath.
iii) Keep an elephant idol in silver as a showcase in the
south west direction at home.
D. FAMILY & CHILDREN:
i) Feed stray dogs with bread every Monday.
ii) Take Moon bath i.e. light of the moon on your face and
body for 10 mins on Poornima.
NOTE:
While all precautions have been taken for the accuracy of the complex
calculations, we make no warranties, either expressed or implied.
Success is a blend of Good Fortune & Hard Work.
Best Wishes,
Tumul Rathi
“CORP ASTRO”

